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An Example of a Kolmogorov Automorphism 
that is not a Bernoulli Shift*>+ 
DONALD S. ORNSTEIN 
Department of Mathematics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 
In this paper we will construct a K-automorphism that is not a Bernoulli 
shift. 
We say that T is a K-automorphism if there is a finite partition 
P such that the TiP generate and nz=, Vycn TiP is trivial. (That is 
VT=, TiP is the class of measurable sets generated by the Tip, n < i < co. 
The only sets which are contained in the above classes for all n have 
either measure 0 or 1). A special case is when the TiP generate and are 
independent. 
There is a beautiful theorem due to Roklin and Sinai [S] which says 
that T is a K-automorphism if and only if for every finite partition 
Q, Q is not contained in V_, TiQ (or equivalently, E(Q, T) # 0). This 
also implies that if T is a K-automorphism, any finite partition 
satisfies the condition of the previous paragraph. 
In order to show that a transformation is not a Bernoulli shift, we 
need to find a property that holds for all partitions of a Bernoulli shift 
(and then construct a pair P, T not having this property). The property 
of being “finitely determined relative to T” is such a property, and in 
[2] and [3] we show that T is a Bernoulli shift if and only if every partition 
is “finitely determined relative to T.” It turns out that we can use some- 
thing a little less sharp, and so we reproduce the relevant argument in 
“Preliminaries” of this paper, keeping this paper self-contained except 
for the main lemma from “Bernoulli shifts with the same entropy are 
isomorphic” [I]. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation grant 
GP 28064. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
We will need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let I be an abstract partition; then given E, there is a S 
such that ;f T is a mixing transformation with E(T) >, E(I) and P a 
partition satisfying (1) / d(P) - d(I)1 < 6, (2) / E(P, T) - E(I)1 < 6, 
then there is a partition P such that (1) d(a) = d(I), (2) Tip are in- 
dependent, (3) 1 P - P 1 < E. (d(P) stands for dist (P) as in the deJinitions 
in [l].) 
In [I] we proved the following (see Lemma 5): 
LEMMA. Let I be an abstract partition. Let T be a mixing transformation 
on X such that E(T) = E(I). G iven E, we can jind a S such that if P is a 
partition of X satisfying (1) I dist P-dist 1 / < S, (2) 0 < E(T) - 
E(P, T) < 6, then there is a partition p of X such that (1) dist P = 
dist I, (2) Tip are independent, (3) / p - P [ < E. 
Remark. (a) In the above lemma, S depends on E and I but not 
on T. (This is not clear from the statement, but since Lemma 5 of [l] 
is a corollary of Lemma 4, all we need shown is that in Lemma 4, h(E) 
and g(e) are independent of T. This in turn is clear from the proof of 
Lemma 1). 
(b) We only need E(T) > E(I) and can replace (2) in the above 
lemma by I E(P, T) - E(I)1 < 6. (To see this, note that if E(P, T) < 
E(I), then we could change T by restricting it to an invariant sub-a- 
algebra containing P so that E(T) = E(I). If E(P, T) > E(I), then we 
could continuously deform P through P, , 0 < t < 1, such that PO = P, 
W’,) = d(I), I P, - P I -=c 6, and I d(P,) - d(l)1 < S. E(P, , T) < 
E(I). If we have equality, P, is the P we want. If we have <, then we 
could find P, such that (1) and the replacement for (2) holds, and 
and E(P, T) < E(I). We then have the first situation). 
THEOREM. Let T be a Bernoulli shift and P a Jinite partition such that 
E(P, T) = E(T). Th en g iven E, there is a S and u such that if T is mixing, - - 
E(T) > E(T), P, T (P and P have the same number of sets) satis$es -- 
(1) 1 E(P, T) - E(P, T)I < S, (2) 1 d(V: TSP) - d( VI pP)I < 6. Then 
there is a p such that (1) 1 P - P / < E, (2) d( Vc Tip) = d( Vt Tip) for 
all n. 
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Remark. The above theorem was proved in [2] without the 
assumption that E(P,T) = E(T). S ince the proof with this assumption 
is much simpler, we repeat it here. 
Before giving the proof, we will need the following: 
DEFINITION. Let L be a partition of the set of sequences {cI!~}:=_~, 
1 < 01~ < k. Let P be a partition with k atoms. There is a l-1 correspond- 
ence between the atom in VFK TiP and sequences {o~JF=-~. (Each 
atom in VT, TiP has the form n!, TiPai .) L, is the partition (of which 
VK TiP is a refinement) whose i-th atom consists of the atoms in 
iiK V_, TiP whose corresponding sequences are in the i-th atom of L. 
Proof. Let B be a finite partition such that TiB are independent 
and generate. Pick K so that Vf TiB YilobP. Let L be as in the above 
definition and such that 1 L, - P 1 < (l/lO)~. Pick 6’ (using our previous 
lemma) such that if / E(B’, T) - E(B, T)I < 6’ and 1 d(B’) - dB i < 8, 
then there is a i? such that / B - B’! < (e/lOOK), d(B) = d(B) and 
TiB are independent. Now pick y, y < (1 /I OO)e, y < (1jlOO)S’ such 
that if P, has the same number of sets as P, and 1 P, - p 1 < y, then 
1 E(P, , T) - E(P, T)/ < (1 /lO)S’. Now pick K’ > K so that V?irTiB 
Y/lOyP. Pick n so that (K’/n) < (l/lOO)y and 
Note that so far our choice of n and y depended only on T, P and B. We 
now choose u and 6 so that u = n and 6 < (r/100). 
Now apply Rochlin’s theorem to find a set F such that TiF, 
O<i<n-1, are disjoint, and m[X - uyI,r T’F] < (l/lOO)r. (X is 
the space on which T acts). If we replace F by T”F, the above properties 
still hold, and we can assume that d(VT-’ T-l(P V B)/F)/F) is as close as 
we want to d(V;-’ T-‘(P V B)). Th ere ore, f by removing an arbitrarily 
small set from TzF (and calling the new set F), we can assume (1) 
d fij? T-i(P v B),‘F) = d [v T-i(P v B)). 
Applying the same reasoning again, we can find a set F such that -- 
TiF, 0 < i < n - 1, are disjoint m(X - (J’yii TiF) < (r/100), and 
(2) d(V,“-’ Tip/F) = d(Vz-’ Tip). Now because of hypothesis (2) and 
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our choice of u and 6, we could (by removing a small part of F) assume 
that we have instead of (2) the following: 
(3) d (v ‘+ = d [v Il’-“P). 
0 0 
If we let $ be the gadget formed by partitioning TiF by P and j, 
the gadget formed by partitioning the TiF by P, then f and $ are 
isomorphic because of (1) and (3). Let j’ be the gadget formed by 
partitioning TiF by P V B. Choose a partition B’ of UyLi FF such that 
if we form the gadget g ’ by partitioning the Tz% by P V B’, then g-’ is 
isomorphic to g’. (Now extend B’ to the rest of the space in any way). 
Because g-’ and ,$’ are isomorphic and fill up most of the space, 
because (K/n) < (l/10)7, and because 1 L, - P / < (l/lO)~, we get that 
(4) 1 L,, - P 1 < (2/10)~. (Th is can be seen as follows: To each X, we 
associate a sequence {a,(~)}:=-, where Tix E Pai . ) L, - P 1 is the 
measure of the set of x such that x E Pj and {cQ(x)}“, Lj (Lj the j-th 
atom of L). Call such an x a bad x. Then 1 L, - P 1 < (l/lO)~ implies 
that the measure of the bad x in U&-” TiF is <(l/lO)~ since 3’ and 
g’ are isomorphic. The measure of the bad x in fiy$K TiF is <( l/lO)~. 
Therefore, the measure of the bad x is <(l/10)6 $- (2/1OO)y + (y/100) < 
WOb). 
The same argument shows that VF,,TiB’ 12/1a~P, and hence by our - - 
choice of y, (5) I E(B’, T) - E(P, T)/ < (1jlO)S’. Furthermore, since 
$’ and f’ are isomorphic and fill up most of the space, we get that 
(6) 1 d(B’) - d(B) / < 6’. (5), (6) and our lemma (recalling that 
1 E(P, T) - E(B, T)l) imply that there is a B such that (7) I B - B’ / < 
(,/lOOK), (8) d(B) = d(B), (9) FB are independent. Because of (4) and 
(7), we get that (10) I Lg - P I < (2/10)~. Because of (8) and (9), T 
acting on VT, TiB is iso morphic to T under and isomorphism v, which 
takes B onto B. Let P be q(P). Then d(VtTiP) = d(VzTiP) for all n. 
Again, because of the isomorphism and because L was defined so that 
I-L - p I < (l/10) E, we get that (11) 1 Lg - P I < (l/lO)~. (10) and 
(11) imply 1 P - P I < E. 
COROLLARY. T acting on Vy,TiP is not a Bernoulli shift if we can 
find an Q > 0 and a sequence of mixing transformations Ti and partitions 
Pi such that: 
(a) E(TJ > E(T); 
(b) ham I E(P, , Ti) - E(P, T)l = 0; 
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(c) lim,_v, 1 dist(V,“r,,TjP) - dist(V&T,jPJ = 0 and limiYmzci = 
QJ; 
(d) there aye arbitrarily large i such that it is impossible to find a 
partition Pi such that dist( VJL,T,jPi) = dist( V,“,,TjP) for all 
n and I Pi - Pi ( < cl . 
Remark. Let us recall that T acting on Vmnr,TiP is a K-automorphism 
if (and only if) for each E and N there is an M such that VFNTT’P is 
E-independent of T”(ViT’P) for all 1. 
PART 1 
T will be defined in stages, and at each stage we will extend the 
definition of T to a larger part of the measure space. P will have four 
sets: P, , P, , Pf , P, . 
De$nition. 
At stage n we will have the following situation: We will have a set 
F n 7 Ti, 0 < i < h(n) - I will be defined on F, , and the TiF, will 
all be disjoint. P will be defined on (Jfzi)-‘TiF, . We thus have a 
“gadget” in the terminology of [l]. W e will call it the “gadget at stage n”, 
we will call F, its base and T h(n)-lFn its top. (T is not defined on the top). 
If the gadget G = (JILtTiB, then we will call Y the height of G and 
denote it by h(G). Thus h(G,) = h(n). We will call B its base. 
We will define the name of a point x to be a sequence (ai> where 
01~ is 0, e, f, or s according to whether Tix is in P, , P, , Pr , or P, . If x is 
in a gadget G, then only some of the 01~ will be defined and we will call 
these the name of x in G. The k-name of x will denote the first k-term 
in the name of x. 
If G is a gadget, we will define a slice as follows: Partition the base B 
according to the name (in G) of the points in B. If J is an atom in this 
partition, we will call U~~)~‘Ti~ partitioned by P a slice. 
By the distribution of the k-names of the points in E’ we will mean 
the measure on sequences of 0, e, f, or s of length k that we get by 
normalizing E to have measure 1 and identifying each point in E with 
its k-name. 
Construction of T 
(A) If the gadget at stage 2n is defined, we will get stage 2n + 1 as 
follows: Divide F,, into f(2n) - 1 (f (2n) will equal 2n) disjoint sets of 
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equal measure Fzn,i , 1 < i <f(2n) - 1 such that the gadget &~sa”‘-’ 
TjF 21L,i, partitioned by P is isomorphic to uf~on’-‘TjF2, partitioned by P. 
For each F 2R,i 
(J~~‘-‘TjF, and 
pick f(2n) disjoint sets Fz,,i,i , 1 < j <f(2n) not in 
defi ne T on these (except for F2n,i,f(2n)) so that 
W’m,i.i> = F2n.i 3 T(TA(2n)-1F2,,i) = Fzn,i,i+l 
and 
Extend the definition of P so that F2n,i,j , j < i are in Pf and F2n,i,i , 
j > 1 are in P, . 
This defines the gadget at stage 2n + 1. F,,,, = U:~~‘F,,,,,, . Also, 
h(2n + 1) = h(2n) +f(2n). 
We will begin our construction with G, of height h(2). (h(2) will be 
determined later). G, C PO (in fact, G, will turn out to equal PO). 
(B) Before going from stage 2n + 1 to 2n + 2 we will describe an 
intermediate construction. 
Suppose we have two gadgets G, and G, where Gi , i = 1,2, is the 
union of Tj Ji , 0 < j < ri , partitioned by p. We also assume that the 
measure of Jr is the same as the measure of J2 and G, and G, are disjoint. 
We will now define T from T’lJ, onto J2 . This will give us a new 
gadget G, t G, , consisting of U?+“Tj Jr , partitioned by P. T on 
T71 J1 will be defined as follows: Partition J1 according to the r,-name 
of its points. Let I, be an atom in this partition and let I,’ = T711, 
(u$,TjI, is a slice). Partition J2 into sets E, in such a way that for each 
E, the gadget UFzOTjEl is isomorphic to G, and m(E,) = m(1,‘). I,’ will 
map onto E, . 
We will now use the above construction to define the gadget at stage 
2n + 2, given the gadget at stage 2n + 1. 
Partition F2n+l into 22n+1 disjoint sets of equal measure such that 
each is the base of a gadget isomorphic to the gadget at stage 2n + 1. 
Call these gadgets Gl,..., G(22n+1)). 
Let s(2n + 1) be a number to be determined later. For each Gi 
pick a collection of i . s(2n + 1) disjoint sets which will be in P, (not 
in the gadget at stage 2n + 1) all having the same measure as the base 
of Gi. Define T so that it maps the first of these onto the second, the 
second onto the third, etc., and the last onto the base of Gi. Call the 
resulting gadget Gi. Form (*a* (((Gl * G2) * G3) * G4) **+ G”“+l). Now 
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take s(2n + 1) intervals and map the top of Gzn+l onto the first of these, 
the first onto the second, etc. The resulting gadget will be G21L+2 . 
Choice off(n) and s(n) 
Let f(n) = n and let s(n) = 100 n3 (we will only usef(n) for n even 
and s(n) for n odd). 
We will have 
(a) s(n) > 100 f  f(i); 
i=l 
(b) s(n) < &lO”h(n). 
(a) is obvious. We can choose h(2) so that (b) holds for all n. (First note 
that for all even n we get (b’) s(n) < g0n+2h(n). To go from n to n + 2 
we multiply the left side by something close to 1 and the right side by 
more than p” * 2”. Hence proper choice of h(2) gives us (b’) for all even 
n. Thus (6) holds for all n.) 
It is easily seen from (CZ) and (b) that the sup of the measure of the 
G, is finite and T is then defined on a measure space of finite measure 
whose measure could be taken to be 1. (At stage n, n odd, the measure 
of the P, that we add is less than 
2”“+2s(n)(h(n))-’ u(G,) < ($)87t u(G,). 
Sincef(n) < s(n) th e measure of the Pr u P, added at stage n, n even, 
is less than s(n)(h(n))-lu(G,,) < ($)lO%(GJ). 
Construction of T,, , P,& 
We will define T, , P, in exactly the same way as T, P except that 
at stage 2n + 1 we will form G2n+2 by taking (.*. ((G2”+l * G-2n) +- 
c2,-1) * . . . ~ * G1) instead of (.-- ((Gl * G2) * G3 * -** * G2”f1) (i.e., we 
put the Pa’s in the reversed order). 
LEMMA 1. I f  we aye given the name of x we can, fey each F, , determine 
which Tix are in F, . 
Proof. We will show that if we are given \,h(n) consecutive terms in 
the name of x, we can tell which of the Tix’s are in F, . Obvious for 
n = 2. Simply take the first term in each group of h(2) consecutive 
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0, 1 ‘s. If the lemma holds for n even, it obviously holds for n + 1 (see 
foornote 1). If it holds for n odd, we get it for n + 1 as follows: 
Find the term in F, with exactly s(n) s-terms in front of it. The first 
of these s’s will be in F7L+1 . 
Remark. We could make our construction on (0, 1) and with a little 
care we could have P together with the F, generate all measurable sets. 
Then because of our lemma TiP would generate. This, however, will 
not be necessary. 
DEFINITIONS. Let G be a gadget with base J. We define a “rectangle” 
R in G as follows: Let E be a set in some. Ti J, and let k > i be an integer 
smaller than the height of G. Then &~Ti+“E will be called a rectangle, 
and E its base. We will say that R is “pure below” if each of the sets 
TIE, -i < 1 < 0 is contained in some atom of P (which atom depends 
on I and E). 
LEMMA 2. If n is <m, then G, contains disjoint rectangles such that 
(1) each of these rectangles is isomorphic (as a gadget partitioned by P) to 
G, ; (2) each rectangle is pure below; (3) the union of the rectangles in 
G,, is equal to G, n G,, = G, and the union of bases of rectangles in G, 
is equal to Fn CI G,,, = FrL . 
Proof. We will fix n and induct on m 3 n. Note that the lemma is 
obvious for n = m. 
We distinguish two cases: m even and m odd. If m is even, then it is 
obvious that the lemma holds for m + 1. 
To handle the case where m is odd it is enough to show that if the 
lemma holds for gadgets G1 and G2, then it holds for G1 * G2. (G’ will be 
(.., (Cl * G2) * . . . ~ * )G1 and G2 will be GL+l). This is also obvious from 
the construction. 
LEMMA 3. T is ergodic. 
Proof. We will assume there is a set E, p(E) = 01, 0 < DI < 1, and 
T(E) = E. We will now derive a contradiction. [p(E) is the measure 
of E]. 
We will first introduce some more terminology. If B is the base of a 
slice C in G, we will call TiB (i < height of G,) a level in C. 
* (We take the first of the f’s in front of each term in F, . In case this is the first of our 
given terms, we also look at the number of e’s h(n) later.) 
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(1) It is easy to see (by Lemma 1) the following: Given E there is an 
n such that E intersects each level in a slice in G,, (except for a collection 
the measure of whose union is less than E) in more than 1 - E of its 
measure or less than E of its measure. 
(2) The measure of the intersection of E with any two levels in the 
same slice is the same. 
(3) Let L, and L, be levels of different slices in G, . Then 
We prove the above as follows: Given E we can find a K and E’ such 
that E’ C V%T’P and 1 E - E’ I < E. For each m Lemma 2 implies 
that G,,, is the union of rectangles, Ri (in G,,), each of which is isomor- 
phic to G, and pure below. Therefore, if 1 > h(n) + K, T’E’ intersects 
each slice of Ri in the same proportion (except for those R, such that 
TplR, is not defined in G7,,). If m is large enough, we can assume the 
measure of the union of the exceptional Ri is arbitrarily small and that 
T’E’ intersects each slice in G,, in almost the same proportion. Since E’ 
could be taken as close to E as we want, TzE’ is arbitrarily close to E. 
This and (2) gives (3). 
LEMMA 4. Given an integer 1 and E > 0, there exists N such that 
all m > N (N even) have the following property: let { Ji) be the collection 
of sets of the form TjF,, and 0 <j < h(m). Except for a collection C of Ji 
the measure of whose union is less than E we have that the distribution of 
I-names of points in $!$‘Tj/i is within E of the distribution of l-names qf 
points in X. 
Proof. Because T is ergodic we have the following: Given 4 > 0, 
there is an M such that if f (m) > M, then all x, except for x in a set of 
measure less than f, have the property that the distribution of Z-names 
in Ui(m’Ti( x is within f of the distribution of l-names in X. Since < can ) . 
be taken <(~/100)~, we get Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Given an integer 1 and E > 0, there exists N such that if 
n > N and n is odd we have the following: Let (Ji} be the collection TiF, . 
Except for a collection of Ji the measure of whose union is less than E, 
the distribution of the l-names of points in Ji is within E of the distribution 
qf l-names of points in X. 
Proof. Pick m, even, m > N, as in Lemma 4. n will be m + 1. It is 
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obvious from Part A of the construction of T that FnL+l will be the union 
of disjoint sets Kr ,..., Kf(,n) such that Tf(m)-iKi = &C, is the base of a 
gadget, isomorphic to G, . If f(m) + 1 < Y < h(m + 1) -f(m) - I, 
then 
fbd fh) 
TrF,+l = u pKi = u p-fcm)+i $. 
i=l i=l 
We then have that the distribution of l-names of points in TrF,,L,, is 
the same as the distribution of Z-names of points in (JiLT)Ti( Tr-ftm))F,) 
and hence is within E of the distribution of Z-names in X unless Tr-femiFm 
is in the exceptional set C for Lemma 4. Since 1 is fixed and since 
f(m)if(m + 1) + 0, we get Lemma 5. 
THEOREM. T is a K-automorphism. 
Proof. We must show the following: Given 1, there is an N such that 
ViTiP is E-independent of V,Nf’TiP for all Y > 0. 
Lemma 5 says that ViTiP is E-independent of Q when Q is the partition 
of G, into levels. Take N = /z(n), For each m > n, define Qm as follows: 
Lemma 1 gives us a collection of disjoint rectangles Ri in G, isomorphic 
to G, . If Bi is the base of Ri , call TjBi , 0 < j < h(n) the levels of R, . 
The atoms of Qm will be the levels of the Ri together with X - U Ri , 
Lemma 5 gives us that ViTiP is 2E-independent of Qm . 
Because the Ri are pure below we have that Q2m restricted to 
(RJ n ((J~~~~,T”F7J refines V,Nf’TiP (N = h(n)). Thus if n is large 
enough (making X - G, small), and if h(m) is large enough compared to 
r, this yields: ViTiP is (3E)+-independent of VyTiP. 
PART 2 
We will define an n-block in the P-name of x to be a sequence of h(n) 
consecutive terms, the first of which is in F, . Note that, because of 
Lemma 1, the n-blocks are uniquely determined by the P-name of x. 
The index of 01~ will be i. 
If m > n, we will define the m-order of an n-block as follows: Each 
n-block a is contained in a unique m-block b. The m-order of a will be 
i if a is the i-th n-block contained in 6. (Note that if n is odd, then the 
n + l-order of an n-block is determined by the number of s in front 
of it). 
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The next definitions will concern two points x and y and their P-names 
{ei) and {&}. Let a b e an n-block in {oli} and 6 an n-block in {pi}. Let 
1 a - b / denote the absolute value of the difference of the indices of the 
first terms of a and b. We will say that a and b are close if 1 a - bl < 
C,,,,f(k). (Note that if a is also close to an n-block b’, then b’ = b. This 
follows from (b) and (c) in “choice of f(n) and s(n)” which imply 
L <n f(k) < i- h(n))- 
Let a be an n-block in (01~3. W e will call aj in a bad if OIj = 0 and 
Pj # 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let {q} and {&} be the P-name of x and y. Let a and b be 
n-blocks in {ai} and {/Ii}, n odd. Assume a and b are close and have the 
same n + l-order. Let a’ and b’ be the n + l-blocks containing a and b. 
Then a’ is close to b’, and every n-block in a’ is close to an n-block in b’ of 
the same n + l-order. 
Proof. The n-blocks in a (and b) are separated by a number of s-terms 
depending onIy on the n + l-order of the n-blocks. 
LEMMA 2. Let {ai} and {pi} be the P-names of x and y. Let a be an 
n-block in {q), n even. Let a’ be an n - l-block in a, and assume that a’ is 
close to an n - l-block b’ whose n-order is d$ferent from the n-ovder of a’. 
Then there is at most one other n - l-block a” in a such that a” is close to 
an n - l-block in {pi}. 
Proof. (I) It will be enough to show that if b is the n-block con- 
taining b’, then there is no other n - l-block in a that is close to an 
n - l-block in b. 
To see (l), note that there is at most one n-block 6 different from b 
which contains an (n - I)-block b’ close to an n - l-block in a, a’. 
Furthermore, a’ and 6’ must have different n-orders by Lemma 1. 
(2) Let ai’ and bi’ be the n - l-blocks in a and b whose n-orders 
differ from the n-orders of a’ and b’ by i. Then 1 a,’ - bi’ 1 > i . s(n - 1) 
-C/t <n-d(k). Th us air and bi’ are not close by (u) in “choice of f(n) 
and s(n)“. 
(3) I q’ - bi’ 1 < 2% . 2”s(n - 1) + c f(k) < pz(n - 1). 
?c<n-1 
We get the first inequality as follows: When we change i by 1, the left 
side increases by at most 2”s(n - l), the maximum length of a string 
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of s. Also, i < 2”. We get the second inequality from (a) and (b) in 
“choice off(n) and s(n)“. 
(4) Because of (3), if ai’ is close to any n - l-block, it must be 
close to bi’. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a sequence E, > E > 0 such that ;f {ai> and 
(Bi} are the P-names of x and y, and rf a is an n-block in {ai}, then either 
(1) there is an n-block in {pi} close to a, or 
(2) there are more than eTLh’(n), 01~ in a that are very bad. (h’(n) is the 
number of O’s in an n-block). 
Proof. Lemma 3 is obviously true for n = 2(9 = (h(2))-I). 
We will induct on n. Assume that Lemma 3 is true for n - 1, n odd. 
Then by the induction hypothesis the n - l-block in a, a’ must be close 
to some (n - I)-block b’. Hence a must be close to the n-block containing 
b’. If n is even, we can assume that a contains some n - l-block, a”, 
that is close to an n - l-block b”. If a” and b” have the same n-order, 
then Lemma 1 implies that a is close to the n-block containing b”. If 
a” and b” have different orders, Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis 
imply that the second alternative of Lemma 3 holds, with 
En 1 > Es&1 - 2(#“-1). 
LEMMA 4. Let {ai} be the P-name of x and {Bi} the P,-name of y 
under T, . Let a be a 2n + 2-block in (01~). Then a contains at most four 
2n + l-blocks which are close to 2n + l-blocks in {/Ii}. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 2 and will be 
omitted. 
LEMMA 5. E(P,, T,) = E(P, T). 
Proof. We will compare the above entropies by comparing the size 
of the atoms of mQ = Vy-’ TiP and mQn = VT-‘Ti,P, for very large m. 
Define .,Q as follows: For each x, if x E G2n+2 , let i > 0 be the smallest 
integer such that T-ix E F2n,.2 . If x $ G2n+2 , let i = 0. If Tm--lx E G2n+2 , 
letj be the smallest integer such thatj > m - 1 and Tjx E Th(2n+2)F2n+2 . 
If Tm--lx $ G2n+2 , let j = m - 1. Now take the P-name of x from 
T-ix to Tjx. Partition the x according to these names and call that 
partition mQ. Define mQm in the analogous way, for P, , T, . 
Define m& as follows: For each x, if x E G,,, , let i > 0 be the smallest 
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integer such that T’x E T~r(2n+2)Fs,,1+2. If x # G2n+2, let i = 0. If 
T”-lx E G 2,1+2, let j be the largest integer such that j < m - 1 and 
TkEF 2n.‘-2 . If T-lx $ G2n+2 , let j = m - 1. Take the name of x’ from 
Tix to Tjx and let ,,,& be the partition of the x according to these names. 
Define ,,& in an analogous way for P, , T,, . 
It is clear from the construction of P, T and P, , T,, such that there 
is a 1-l correspondence between the atoms of ,,,Q and ,,,& that preserves 
their measure. The same also holds for ,,,Q and ,&, . 
It is also clear that E(,,,g) 6 E(,,,Q) < (-%,Q) and J%,&,) < ~(,,,!2zn> < 
E(,,,&,,). It will be enough to show that 
and 
This holds because for each fixed E and m large enough VF”‘mTiP 
refines ,,,g and Vt-““Tip is refined by ,,,Q. 
THEOREM. T is not a Bernoulli shift, 
Proof. Pi, Ti satisfy the hypotheses (a-c) of the corollary in 
“Preliminaries.” We will be finished if we can show (a) It is impossible 
to find PC such that dist ( VrT,jPi) = dist (VYT’P) for all n and 
1 Pi - Pi 1 < 4 +(Po). (a) will f o 11 ow from (b) Fix i. If K is large enough, 
then the P-name of x of length K differs from the Pi-name of y of 
length K in more than 2 +(P,J, for all x in a set of measure > i and 
all y. 
We can see (b) as follows: Because of Lemmas 3 and 4 each 2n + 2- 
block in the P-name of x contains more than i<h’(2n + 2) bad terms. 
Therefore, the fraction of bad terms in each 2n + 2-block is more than 
&p(P,,). If K is large enough, then most x will have the property that 
the fraction of terms in its P-name (of length K) belonging to a 2n + 2- 
block is greater than 3. This gives (b). 
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